After close to a century of
technological innovation
and consistent quality
Tsubaki once again takes roller chain to the next level.
Introducing Tsubaki’s PerforMaxTM Bushings*, the science behind
Tsubaki. Just one more component in Tsubaki’s extended life
chain’s patented lubrication system. Thanks to PerforMax
Bushings, Tsubaki long life chain means effectively twice the
Tsubaki chain for the same money. For more information
on how Tsubaki can be your link to success,

call 800-263-7088.

* RS80-RS140

At Tsubaki, we’ve taken the world’s
best roller chain and made it even better.
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PerforMax™ Bushings The Science Behind Tsubaki.
Effectively, Tsubaki Chain has Twice the Life.

2X Wear Life*

Wear Elongation (%)

1.5

While other companies may be content with a
chain that meets minimum standards, the exclusive
PerforMax™ Bushings’ one-piece construction
sets the new benchmark for long life.
■ Lower Operating Costs – reliable,
dependable performance
■ Reduced Downtime – long life maximizes
performance time
■ Increased Productivity – more power
from the same size chain
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*sizes RS80 - RS140

Our Latest Innovation — Tsubaki PerforMax™ Bushings.

Advanced technology allows us to combine the reliability
of a solid bushing with our patented lube groove on
the inner surface. Available in sizes RS80 to RS140,
you get outstanding performance in your application.
Tsubaki PerforMax™ Bushings
mean increased performance
and greater flexibility.

Improved Horsepower Rating*

Now, increase your performance without
increasing chain size thanks to Tsubaki
RS Chain. Rated 33% higher horsepower
(sizes RS80 to RS240) compared to
previous Tsubaki chain, you now may be
able to get the same performance from
a smaller chain depending on the
application — at a lower cost. That’s
Tsubaki innovation in motion.

Horsepower (HP)

Delivering 33% More Horsepower.
Previous Tsubaki
New Tsubaki
33% Performace
Increase

R.P.M.

*sizes RS80 - RS240
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